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Due to its environmental impact, the mobility system is increasingly under pressure. The
challenges to cope with climate change, air quality, depleting fossil resources imply the
need for a transition of the current mobility system towards a more sustainable one. Expec-
tations and visions have been identified as crucial in the guidance of such transitions, and
more specifically of actor strategies. Still, it remained unclear why the actors involved in tran-
sition activities appear to change their strategies frequently and suddenly. The empirical
analysis of the expectations and strategies of three actors in the field of hydrogen and fuel
cell technology indicates that changing actor strategies can be explained by rather volatile
expectations related to different levels. Our case studies of the strategies of two large car
manufacturers and the German government demonstrate that the car manufacturers refer
strongly to expectations about the future regime, while expectations related to the socio-
technical landscape level appear to be crucial for the strategy of the German government.
© 2012 Elsevier Inc.
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1. Introduction
Concerns about climate change, air quality, and depleting fossil resources raise new priorities for the current mobility system and
theway energy for transportation is provided. Innovation is necessary to transform the current fossil-fuel based automotive transpor-
tation system into a more sustainable one. The improvement of existing technologies through incremental innovation alone will not
be sufficient to realize the CO2 reductions necessary to mitigate climate change [1–3]. Radical and systemic innovations are needed,
and while a number of promising technological innovations have emerged, the transition of the current energy and mobility system
towards sustainability remains a great challenge [4].
Since the late 1990s several theoretical frameworks have been developed to understand and support transitions to sustainability
[5,6]. In recent years two approaches have become central references in both the academic and practitioners' discourses, namely: the
(technological) innovation systems approach, and themulti-level perspective on transitions [7]. Both lines of reasoning have contrib-
uted to the understanding of transition processes; however, they have also both been criticized for lacking an adequate analysis of
actor strategies [8,9].
The literature on strategicmanagement explains changes in strategy by shifts in underlying factors such as resources or capabilities
[10–13]. However, changes in resources or capabilities are not able to explain twoobservations fromempirical case studies of emerging
technology developments. First, these case studies show that actors sometimes rather suddenly enter or exit a particular technological
innovation system or nichewhereas changes in resources or capabilities are generally more gradual [14–16]. And second, it is difficult
to explainwhy actors operating under similar circumstances in terms of resources and institutional context choose different strategies.
This paper argues that these changes and differences in strategy may be explained by the volatility of actors' expectations. In
other words, expectations can be regarded as important determinants at the actor level of sustainability transition processes. We
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therefore propose to examine actor behavior through the analysis of expectations. Rather than assessing the relative importance
of different factors influencing actor strategies such as institutions, competitors, markets and technologies as such, the analysis
focuses on the actors' expectations concerning the future of these factors. A more systematic analysis of the relation between ex-
pectations and actor strategies promises new insights into the strategic motivations of actors in sustainability transitions.
The main research question of this paper is therefore: What is the relation between changing actor expectations and changing
actor strategies?
A conceptual framework for the analysis of the relation between actor expectations and actor strategies is developed in
Section 2 and applied to a case study of expectations and strategies for fuel cell and hydrogen vehicles in Germany in the period
1990–2009. The case study focuses on three different actors, namely the automotive manufacturers BMW and Daimler, and the
German government. The two German car manufacturers are included as they have selected quite distinct strategies. In addition
to BMW and Daimler the German government is included as governments generally have an important role in the development
and implementation of infrastructure-dependent technologies, like hydrogen cars, due to the large-scale investments and coor-
dination requirements associated with infrastructure systems [17].
The remainder of this paper is organized in four main sections. The theoretical overview in Section 2 provides a discussion of
different perspectives on the role of expectations in the innovation literature and introduces the proposed conceptual framework.
Section 3 briefly explains the methodology used for conducting the case studies which are presented in Section 4. Conclusions and
issues for further research are outlined in Section 5.
2. Theoretical background
The role of expectations has been acknowledged in a broad range of disciplines including sociology [18–20]; economics/fi-
nance [21–24]; marketing studies [25,26]; and medicine/health care studies [27]. The strategic management literature, in partic-
ular the early work on the resource-based view of the firm [13,28], also emphasizes the role of expectations. Barney [29], for
example, argues that the success or failure of strategies of firms can be explained only by their ability to generate adequate ex-
pectations (or by good fortune and luck) [29].1
2.1. Expectations in the innovation systems literature
The innovation systems approach is based on evolutionary thinking and has proven to be useful in explaining the emergence
and diffusion of innovations. Developed from the late 1980s onwards, this research strand has become a key reference in the sci-
entific and policy debates in the field of science, technology and innovation. Early studies focused mainly on innovation system
structures and institutions, thereby distinguishing national, regional and technological innovation systems [30–33].
Questions regarding whether different approaches share a common understanding of what actually happens within innova-
tion systems have shifted the focus of theory development towards the processes that are central to the development of the in-
novation system itself [34]. This later inroad makes use of the concept of functions and has identified seven functions to describe
the key processes within a technological innovation system [34,35].2 One of these functions is “guidance of the search” or “influ-
ence on the direction of the search”which relates to the development of expectations and beliefs about growth potential [34,35].
Expectations are described as an important driving force for realizing this function, since most actors are often “initially driven by
little more than a hunch” [35]. However, it remains unclear how expectations guide the innovative behavior of actors [34].
2.2. Expectations in the transition studies literature
Transition studies, and the related governance approaches strategic niche management (SNM) and transition management
(TM), have emerged primarily from science and technology studies, though with some strong links to evolutionary economics
[4].3 Transition studies and SNM emphasize the role of expectations in guiding transition processes [4,37]. A key concept of
this strand of literature is the multi-level perspective (MLP), which distinguishes between the niche, regime, and socio-
technical landscape level [38]. On each of these different levels, but also between them, interdependent processes occur that in-
fluence the pace and direction of the overall transition process. Using the MLP, several studies have analyzed long-term transi-
tions of large socio-technical systems. One of the key findings from these studies is that most new technologies that can
contribute to a larger transition need a form of niche protection in order to grow and evolve. This kind of protection ideally
leads to changes at the regime level and thus to a comprehensive transition process. The successful development of a niche de-
pends on three internal key processes: (1) The articulation of expectations and visions; (2) The building of social networks;
and (3) Learning processes at multiple dimensions [see 37 for an overview].
1 It needs to be added, however, that Barney [11,29] introduced some additional concepts to explain the performance of companies (e.g. about resources of a
company and their (future) value). Nevertheless, his basic assumption is that expectations (or good fortune and luck, in the sense of residues) are the key char-
acteristics which explain the performance of a company's strategy.
2 These functions are: F1: entrepreneurial activities; F2: knowledge creation; F3: knowledge diffusion; F4: guidance of the search; F5: market formation; F6:
resources mobilization; F7: creation of legitimacy. Bergek [34] uses a set of similar functions as those outlined by Hekkert et al. [35]. Other authors using the func-
tional approach use different categorizations of functions.
3 For an extensive discussion on the transition approach, the multi level perspective and its origin, and links to other social theories see [36].
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Expectations are thus considered important for the development of a niche since they provide guidance to learning processes,
attract attention, and provide a special kind of protection to a niche [37]. A number of studies concerning niche development in
the Dutch energy sector, explicitly incorporate the analysis of expectations and their dynamics in the analytical framework [39],
thereby emphasizing the question how these expectation dynamics accelerate or slow down the development of the niche.
In summary, the theoretical approaches to the study of sustainability processes outlined above acknowledge the important
role of expectations but, while they focus on how aggregated or shared expectations influence transition processes at a meso
level, they do not provide insight in the relation between expectations and specific actor strategies.
2.3. The sociology of expectations literature
The relationship between expectations and actor behavior has been studied in the context of the sociology of expectations, which
analyzes expectations and their role in emerging science and technology [40–43]. Pioneeringwork in this emerging research fieldwas
done by van Lente [42] and van Lente and Rip [43]. With regard to technological expectations, van Lente demonstrates how vague
initial promises about technologies turn into requirements that have to be fulfilled. If these increasingly demanding expectations
are not met, support for the technology may easily diminish. In general, expectations about the future capabilities of a technology
can legitimize and mobilize support, and more generally speaking, enable decision-making under conditions of uncertainty [40,42].
Other studies have shownhowactors consciously stimulate or even inflate expectations about the technology they areworking on
[9,44–46]. For the case of stationary fuel cells Ruef andMarkard for instance, show that changes in innovation activities can be traced
back to changing expectations [47]. Their analysis of the effects of changing expectations is based on the analysis of scientific publi-
cations and patent activities, the emergence of conferences series, public funding schemes, or industry-wide overviews of R&D pro-
jects as indicators of innovation activities. These indirect, meso-level indicators do however provide little insight in the role of
expectations at the level of individual actors, and their motivations to engage or disengage in innovation activities.
van Lente and Rip [43] focus on the role of expectations as so-called “prospective structures.” They argue that expectations about
future social structuresmay exert a similar influence as if they hadmaterialized in the ‘realworld’ already. Such prospective structures
can be regarded as mediating devices between actors and (real) structures: On the one hand, actors are engaged in the shaping of
expectations (and thus of prospective structures), which may ultimately lead to decisions that change real structures. On the other
hand, prospective structures provide an orientation to the actors. Since expectations can act as prospective structures, and thus
have a guiding function, they are often highly contested. This contestation manifests itself in different kinds of discourses [41]. Be-
cause of the important role of expectations any analysis of such discourses also has to take into account the tacit and often strategic
dimensions of expectation statements [48].
The work of van Lente [42] distinguishes micro, meso, and macro levels of expectations. For van Lente, the micro level encom-
passes expectations about the technology in focus, while the meso level focuses on visions and expectations which are more gen-
eral than the specific future capabilities of a single technology. Macro level expectations are located on a broader societal scale and
are particularly important in opening up opportunities for new ‘promising’ technologies, thus creating protected spaces for niche
developments. van Lente also discusses the “function” of the different levels of expectations, stating that micro level expectations
are important for search activities, while meso level expectations represent functional requirements and criteria for the selection
of a technology. Macro level expectations can contribute to the legitimation of a technology and thus open up opportunities for
that technology. Geels and Raven [49], building upon the work of van Lente [42] and Hoogma [50], use a similar framework to
study the relationship between micro and meso level expectations in their study of the transition and expectation dynamics in
the case of the biogas niche. Geels and Raven account for external circumstances to explain the developments in that niche,
which could be interpreted as macro expectations in the sense of van Lente.
2.4. A multi-level perspective on expectations and strategies
In this paper expectations are defined as “real time representations of future situations” building on the work of Borup et al.
who describe technological expectations as “real time representations of future technological situations and capabilities” [40, p.
286]. In our analysis of the influence of both technological and non-technological expectations on actor strategies we focus on
the anticipatory character of expectations (in contrast to a mainly normative view on expectations). The strategic management
literature describes these actor strategies as:
“[…] the determination of long-term goals of an organization that guide decision making, management activities and the
necessary allocation of resources” [7,51].
This definition argues that the strategies of an organizational actor determine the activities of this actor. In emerging innova-
tion systems, which are characterized by high levels of uncertainty, it is clear that these strategies rely mostly upon expectations
although these expectations are often diverse and highly contested, sometimes even within a single organization [52].
Regarding strategy in general Barney already stated that expectations are crucial to understand and explain the performance
of a firm [13,29]. This influence of the role of expectations, although still important, decreases when the technology becomes
more mature. When the technology diffuses to the market more robust knowledge (e.g. sales levels, launches of competitors) be-
comes available and reduces the level of uncertainty. However the phase of uncertainty is generally quite long for sustainability
transitions as they are characterized by large investments and long time horizons [53]. Furthermore they are influenced not only
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by market forces but by other societal and political processes as well. As this suggests a particularly important role of expectations
in transition processes there is a need for a more detailed classification of expectations than is currently provided by the TIS and
MLP approaches. In constructing such a classification, we build on the literature described above and hypothesize that different
types of expectations are important for different types of actors.
In addition to the different types of expectations discussed in the literature [39,40,48,54], we propose an analytical distinction
into different levels of expectations. It builds on the idea of different levels or layers of expectations as described in different forms
by Truffer et al. [54], Geels and Raven [49] and van Lente [42].
We propose to use the multi level perspective (MLP) of transition theory (Geels [38]) as a framework to analyze expectations in
addition to ‘real world’ developments and activities.4 While studies using the MLP investigate the role of expectations these studies
did not use theMLP as such to structure and classify the expectations. Starting from theMLP,which conceptualizes three levels relevant
to sustainability transition processes (niche, regime, and socio-technical landscape level), the framework builds on the assumption that
there are not only activities and institutions, but also expectations and visions about future activities and institutions related to these
levels. Expectations about the future of a specific new socio-technological configuration in a narrow sense, such as fuel cells or battery
electric vehicles are regarded as expectations related to the niche. Expectations about the future structure and rules of the sector are
regarded as expectations related to the regime level. Expectations about deep structural trends providing an external structure for
the interaction of actors are defined as expectations related to the landscape level.
Actual developments at the different levels can mutually reinforce (or weaken) one another, and ultimately exhibit complex
dynamics [38]. We argue that the same holds for expectations and visions. Expectations that refer to the landscape level, such as
an expected shortage of fossil energy resources, may support expectations related to the regime level, such as expectations of a
future energy system based on renewable energy. Furthermore, expectations regarding landscape developments (e.g. about cli-
mate change or local air pollution) may support expectations regarding specific niche innovations, as observed in the case of
fuel cells and climate change [55].
Expectations about future developments at the different levels in turn influence the strategies of (organizational) actors.
While assuming that all expectations have an influence on the strategic actions of actors, we argue that the expectations related
to a certain level are not equally relevant to all actors. Fig. 1 presents our conceptual framework with the different levels of ex-
pectations starting from the niche level on the bottom to the regime and the landscape level. It also illustrates the relation be-
tween expectations related to the different levels and actor strategies and activities. The expectations influence actor strategies
which lead to activities which eventually contribute to the transition dynamics at a meso level. The dotted line at the bottom de-
scribes the feedbacks that occur when for instance activities reinforce or dampen expectations.
The temporal dynamics of expectations are very distinct and often more erratic or volatile than those of activities [47,56–58].
Whereas transition dynamics usually require much more time to evolve, expectations can change quite quickly. To summarize,
we assume that actor strategies are determined by the expectations an actor holds about future developments at the niche,
4 See [55] for a more extensive discussion about the use of the multi level perspective to analyze expectations.
Fig. 1. Conceptual framework of the relation between expectations and actor strategies.
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regime, and landscape level. Actor strategies are then translated into activities that contribute to overall transition dynamics, for
instance by stimulating niche developments or regime changes. At the same time, the character and intensity of actors' engage-
ment in transition processes contributes to the emergence and shaping of expectations. These feedbacks between expectations
and strategies are depicted by the bottom arrows in Fig. 1.
3. Data and methodology
This paper analyzes the relationship between expectations and actor strategies. We examine this relationship by studying three
case studies of key (organizational) actors in the field of hydrogen and fuel cell vehicles in Germany [59–61].
The three actors are two original equipment manufacturers (OEMs), BMW and Daimler, and the German government. The paper
draws upon evidence collected using a mix of methods, namely: literature analysis; interviews; and discourse analysis. The necessity
to draw on a number of sources emerges from several problems. First, research and development strategies and related activities in
the automotive industry are considered highly confidential due to their strategic importance. Second, actors may not remember past
strategies and expectations or engage in “retrospective sense making” [62,63]. Third, expectation statements are often not expres-
sions of the “pure” expectation held by an actor, but, as stated by Berkhout (see Section 2.3) are strategically deployed. Finally, expec-
tations are often tacit and contested and difficult to capture from a researcher's perspective. Therefore the case studies are based on a
number of sources about past strategic decisions.We refer to [58] for amore elaborate discussion of the strategic dimension of expec-
tation statements concerning alternative propulsion technologies.
First, we reviewed the extensive literature on the strategies of automotive companies and policy makers concerning alternative
propulsion technologies [60,61,64–69]. Although most of this literature does not deal explicitly with the role of expectations the re-
view provided basic information about the strategies and activities of the key actors. In addition, an overview of contextual dynamics
at themeso levelwas constructed by including a number of studies describing the general niche dynamics or technological innovation
system dynamics in our review [e.g. 35,39,61,69–72].5
Additionally, a discourse analysis provided insights into the expectations that actors held as expectations are mediated and
shaped through discourses [41]. The discourse analysis focused on public media sources, such as newspaper articles, policy de-
bates in the German parliament, engineering journals and scientific articles.6 Such a broad discourse analysis [see 45] reduces
the potential bias caused by retrospective sense making during the interviews.
Lastly, 31 semi-structured interviews with key actors7 in the field of alternative drivetrain technologies concerning hydrogen and
fuel cell technology were conducted in the period 2007–2009. The interviewees were identified during the discourse analysis and
through the snow ball method [34]. In order to allow the interviewees to speak relatively open, they were guaranteed confidentiality
and the reference section of the paper only states the general position of the interviewee, and the date and place of the interview.
The first step of the analysis of the empirical data was to classify the expectation statements according to the level they re-
ferred to. When expectations referred to the future development of fuel cells and the surrounding socio-technical arrangement
such as expectations about the future of fuel cell technology as such or the behavior of fuel cell specific actors, such as fuel cell
R&D organizations these expectations were considered to be niche expectations. Expectations about the future mobility or energy
system, on a larger scale, were regarded as regime level expectations. Examples are expectations about the future of private owned
cars in contrast to car sharing models, customers or regulations. Expectations about changes at the larger societal level, such as
climate change or the depletion of fossil energy resources, were labeled as landscape level expectations.8
4. Analysis of strategies and expectations
The empirical analysis encompasses an analysis of three major actors in the field of hydrogen and fuel cell vehicles and a com-
parison of the three cases. In general, the field is characterized by high levels of uncertainty regarding future key actors, future
dominant designs, and future standards [69].
The two organizational actors BMW and Daimler are similar in terms of the automotive markets they serve. Both produce pri-
marily premium vehicles under the BMW and Mercedes brands respectively. The Daimler Corporation, however, offers a broader
range of products and services including for example trucks and busses and is considerably larger than BMW.9 In general, both
Daimler and BMW are regarded as key actors in the expectation formation process about the future of the automotive industry.10
Furthermore, the case studies include the government perspective because of its influence on the transition process, particularly
through the provision of research funding, the development of regulation, and the build-up of infrastructure. This section starts
5 Although not with the same conceptual framework or empirical focus, these studies refer explicitly or implicitly to the transition dynamics related to hydro-
gen and fuel cell technology at a meso level.
6 Newspaper: Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, Süddeutsche Zeitung Handelsblatt; German Bundestag: protocols of plenary sessions; scientiﬁc articles: Ab-
stracts of a subsample of articles in the Journal of Power Sources, for more information see [16].
7 The interviewees include employees of car manufacturers (BMW, Daimler, GM, Volvo, VW: 8); other industry actors (supply companies, pioneer user—such
as ﬂeet operators: 7), science (universities, research centers: 8), policy (public agencies/ministries: 5), other (venture capitalists, consultancy companies: 3).
8 This follows the principal argumentation of the MLP. While studies using the MLP are assigning activities/institutions/etc. to a certain level, this paper follows
a similar procedure, but uses expectations as the unit of analysis.
9 BMW has annual turnover of approximately 60 billion EUR, while Daimler has a turnover of approximately 98 billion EUR (data for 2010) [73,74].
10 As expressed by stakeholders during several workshops and strategy consulting exercises in the ﬁeld attended by the authors.
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with a general description of the strategies and expectations and then discusses how these relate to the levels of expectations
later in the section.
4.1. BMW group
The case of BMW is of special interest since BMW has pursued a technologically different strategy than most other original
equipment manufacturers (OEMs) in recent years. Whereas most OEMs focused on fuel cells, the focus of BMW was on the use
of hydrogen in modified combustion engines. In general, BMW's level of R&D activities concerning alternative drivetrain technol-
ogies can be considered modest in comparison to the investments of other OEMs [61,69,75].
The starting point for BMW's activities concerning alternative drive train technologies stemmed from the expectation held by
BMW management that environmental regulations would become increasingly difficult to comply with in the long-term, using
gasoline and diesel powered internal combustion engines. BMW started its hydrogen related R&D activities in the 1970s after
the local air pollution problem led to the compulsory introduction of the catalytic converter. Given the expectation that regula-
tions would become even stricter in the future, and thus harder to comply with using powerful gasoline/diesel engines, BMW
began testing different configurations of electric vehicles in the 1980s and 1990s. The tests indicated that the technology was
not suitable for introduction by BMW on the short term. BMW expected its customers to continue to demand sportive, luxury
cars placing great value on vehicle characteristics such as acceleration and engine sound. These expectations regarding future de-
mand also excluded fuel cells as a suitable technology for BMW [76].
Pressures to invest in new technological options increased in the 1990s, when expectations emerged in the BMW strategy de-
partment, that future regulation would not only concern local air pollution, as in the 1970s and 1980s, but also CO2 emissions [76].
The Californian zero emission vehicle mandate (ZEV mandate) further increased the pressure to invest in alternative drive train
technologies although BMWwas not initially affected [61]. In 1998 the European Automobile Manufacturers' Association (ACEA),
presented a proposal for the self-regulation of CO2 emissions [76] and although the first target of 140 g CO2 per kmwas thought to
be achievable with conventional technologies, it was expected that CO2 target levels would become increasingly strict. BMW re-
alized that on the long-term, more rigorous CO2 regulations would require an alternative propulsion technology [76].
Given these expectations BMW invested in a technological trajectory aiming to use hydrogen in modified internal combustion
engines. This technology was expected to satisfy customer demands about car characteristics while minimizing emissions and
thus complying with expected future regulations [76]. Hydrogen powered combustion engines would not suffer from range lim-
itations, (opposed to battery electric vehicles) and they would provide sports car characteristics, including the sound of an inter-
nal combustion engine (ICE), long range capabilities and fast refueling times [76–78].
Despite the choice for hydrogen powered combustion engines, the presentation of the electric NECAR vehicles and in particular
the NECAR II by Daimler (see the Daimler case study), further spurred the interest of BMW in fuel cell technology [76]. BMWregarded
fuel cells as a viable option in supplementing or replacing the conventional battery on board in order to meet the expected increased
electricity needs of the car for entertainment, on-board computers, etc. [76]. Thus, the expectations Daimler raised by presenting the
NECAR prototypes also influenced the strategy of BMW.
In recent years BMW's expectations regarding the importance of local air pollution reduction in future regulation turned out to
be inaccurate as energy efficiency and the reduction of CO2 emissions became political priorities. This development decreased the
competitive advantage of the hydrogen combustion engine since it was not expected to reach the same degree of efficiency as fuel
cell or battery electric vehicles.
Recently BMW has invested in demonstration projects with electric vehicles in California and Germany and made product an-
nouncements for electric vehicles in the upcoming years, since the company increasingly acknowledges that the mobility system
may change (expectations related to the regime). In this future mobility system customers may ask for different types of vehicles,
not necessarily delivering long range capabilities and sportive engine sound [76]. However, these latter activities concerning electric
vehicles are related to the Mini brand or a potential new brand. A potential explanation lies in the still dominant expectation about
customer demands in terms of high range and sportive driving characteristics (including sound) from BMW branded vehicles [79].
4.2. Daimler
Daimler11 is widely described as fuel cell pioneer as it was the first major car manufacturer to present prototypes of fuel cell
vehicles, after the fuel cell experiments conducted by General Motors (GM) in the 1960s [60,61,69,80,81].
Following similar expectations about the stringency of local air pollution regulation as BMW, Daimler investigated all major alter-
native drive train configurations including pure battery electric vehicles, hybrid electric vehicles, and fuel cell vehicles [82–84]. Daim-
ler obtained fuel cell technology competences through the acquisition of the aerospace subsidiary Dornier. The Daimler Corporation
bought Dornier because of the top management's vision to develop into a leading global technology company by constructing a net-
work of companieswith links to the European aerospace industry [84]. In the 1990s, Dornier had a small teamdeveloping fuel cells for
the European space glider project “Hermes”. When Hermes was canceled, the engineering team searched for alternative application
fields within the company. In line with their expectations regarding the need for more environmentally friendly propulsion
11 The corporate name was DaimlerChrysler from 1998 to 2007; nevertheless this paper refers to Daimler since the major share of the fuel cell activities within
the corporation were conducted at the European Daimler facilities.
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technologies in the future, Daimler top management decided to start a relatively small research project aimed at demonstrating the
principal feasibility of fuel cells powering vehicles [84]. In 1994 Daimler presented its first prototype, NECAR I,12 triggering a large in-
terest in the technology. Consequently, in the 1990s Daimler focused its research in the field of alternative propulsion technology on
fuel cell technology [83,84]. The next generation of the prototype, NECAR II, raised even greater interest since the Daimler engineers
managed to miniaturize the fuel cell system, creating optimism and motivating other actors to investigate fuel cell technology
[76–78]. The reviews by experts and journalists were very positive after the presentation of the NECAR II prototypes, causing wide-
spread optimism with regard to fuel cell vehicles among a broader range of stakeholders.
In 1997 the dominant expectation within the Daimler Corporation was that the company would be affected by future regulations,
i.e. the ZEVmandate in themedium term. Moreover, general expectations about the future performance of fuel cells were rather pos-
itive and management decided to intensify investments in fuel cell vehicles. This decision was supported by expectations about the
future mobility system: Daimler's top management did not expect any fundamental change in automotive-based transport systems,
whichmeant that long-range capabilities and short refueling timewere expected to remain important characteristics. While batteries
were evaluated as a technological option, theywere not expected to deliver the required range [83,84]. Furthermore, Daimler regarded
itself as a leading car manufacturer in terms of technology, particularly with their Mercedes brand. Daimler's management expected
that their business model would continue to require the most advanced technology to succeed in the targeted premium market. In
contrast to BMW, Daimler expected that their customers would ask for the most advanced technology such as fuel cells [83,84].
Therefore, in 1997, Daimler intensified its research efforts focusing on the market introduction of fuel cell vehicles. Internally
the status of the fuel cell project changed from a ‘basic research’ project into a ‘development project’, aimed at producing market-
able products [84]. Daimler expected customers to adjust to fuel cell technology, because it would offer efficiency advantages over
the use of hydrogen in combustion engines. Daimler expected itself to secure its role as a technology leader, which was assumed
to contribute to Daimler's unique selling proposition [83,84].
In the following years, Daimler made several announcements stating that the first commercial vehicles would hit the market
in 2004 and a large number of vehicles (up to 100,000) would follow shortly, thereby seeking to raise expectations among a
broader set of stakeholders and the general public:
“TODAY the race to develop the fuel cell car is over […] Now we begin the race to lower the cost to the level of today's in-
ternal combustion engine. We'll do it by 2004.” (Jürgen Schrempp, Chairman of the Board, Daimler Chrysler, in 1999 [85])
Despite these positive (public) expectations Daimler did expect major challenges with the set-up of an infrastructure for fuel
cell vehicles. In order to address these challenges Daimler followed separate strategies for the introduction of hydrogen to the
fleet vehicle and personal vehicle markets.
For the personal vehicle market Daimler proposed to develop a methanol-based solution using on board reformers to produce
hydrogen. This strategy was based on the expectation that consumers would favor a liquid and relatively easy to handle energy
carrier such as methanol over hydrogen [83,84]. Furthermore this technological option is compatible with the existing refueling
infrastructure. However, expectations regarding this technological trajectory diminished as key actors from the oil industry op-
posed the idea of methanol and on-board reforming [83,84,86]. After the emergence of technical difficulties with on-board
reforming of methanol to hydrogen in addition to the opposition of the oil industry, Daimler stopped its activities in this trajec-
tory. At the same time the development of vehicles fuelled directly with hydrogen was continued. These were initially aimed at
the fleet vehicle market since infrastructure requirements were expected to be lower for fleet operators, which usually plan the
deployment of vehicles on given routes in advance.
Another expectation influencing the strategy of Daimler was that the company would be dependent on other car manufacturers
for the deployment fuel cell vehicles. Therefore, Daimler initiated a joint venturewith FordMotor Company and the Canadian fuel cell
company Ballard, in order to license Daimler/Ford/Ballard technology to other carmanufacturers for use in their vehicles [83,86]. Fur-
thermore, Daimler managers played a leading role in establishing the California Fuel Cell Partnership (CaFCP), motivating innovation
activities on a global scale [76,78,83]. Despite changes in the organization and distribution of shares in the joint venture by Daimler,
Ballard and Ford, Daimler has continued to increase its investment in these joint ventures over time [86].
In recent years, Daimler has changed its strategy. Fuel cell technology is now only one of several technological options for Daimler
and battery electric vehicles are now considered an option for certain markets. This change in strategy arises from changing expec-
tations related to the regime level, i.e., about the configuration of future mobility systems: While today's mobility systems are
based on individual ownership and vehicles thatmust fulfill all transport needs including long-distance travel, expectations about fu-
ture transport solutions which combine the use of shared vehicles and public transport became more influential within the Daimler
management.
In recent years these expectations led to Daimler's investment in car sharing enterprises.13 Despite becoming less optimistic
about large-scale introduction of fuel cell vehicles in the next few years, Daimler still pursues the development of fuel cell vehi-
cles. Furthermore, fuel cells are expected to provide a feasible solution when it comes to providing extra power to battery electric
vehicles in order to overcome their shorter range [79,86].
12 New Electric Car, also referring to the Neckar river near Daimlers headquarter in Germany.
13 Daimler was conducting a number of smaller car sharing experiments in the period of observation. However, just recently Daimler's car sharing initiatives
were triggering large interest with its “car2go” project (www.car2go.com).
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4.3. A policy perspective: the German government14
To differing extents, the German government supported and partially funded fuel cell research activities over the last 30, al-
most 40 years. Fuel cell funding was initially triggered by the oil shocks in the 1970s. In later years policy focused more on sta-
tionary applications [60]. Due to concerns about security of oil supply following the oil shocks in the 1970s policy actors
became interested in the emergence of a solar hydrogen economy [77,87] and realized that the realization of their expectations
would require policy support [60]. The solar hydrogen economy assigned a key role to fuel cell technology as the main converter
of solar produced hydrogen (potentially produced in large scale solar farms in the desert) into electricity. In addition to its advan-
tages for the security of supply, the use of hydrogen would dramatically reduce or eliminate the emission of air pollutants, which
were considered a large issue in the 1970s and the 1980s [77,83,86]. Given expectations that energy security and air pollution
would remain major societal challenges into the future, the German government funded a large number of hydrogen and fuel
cell research, development, and demonstration projects until the 1990s.
Despite these expectations, during the 1990s the issues of local air pollution and acid rain became less pressing due to better
filter technologies and the mandatory introduction of the catalytic converter [77,78,84]. Eventually policy actors lost interest in
hydrogen and fuel cell technology, and, despite considerable technological progress with these technologies, research funding
was dramatically reduced in 1995 [60, p. 11]. This reduction of funding was motivated by the argumentation that most of the pre-
viously specified R&D targets were achieved, and that hydrogen technology was ready for deployment. Nevertheless large-scale
introduction was not expected nor considered necessary from a societal welfare perspective. Market introduction without public
support was expected at the earliest in 30 or 50 years from then [60, p. 11].
The funding for hydrogen and fuel cell research was reduced from over 25 million DM (appr. 12.8 mio EUR) annually in 1994
to approximately 14 million DM (appr. 7.1 mio EUR) in 1999 [60]. At that time only the industrial activities, especially by Daimler
and government support programs in Japan and the United States, kept fuel cell technology on the agenda [61].
When funding was increased again at the turn of the millennium, and in particular from 2004 onwards [55], this was related to
a different set of expectations expressing that fuel cell technology would be necessary to maintain the competitiveness of the Ger-
man automotive industry [84]. Expectations that other nations like Japan and the USA would support fuel cell technology became
very influential and provided legitimacy to the upscaling of the hydrogen and fuel cell research program of the German govern-
ment. This line of reasoning can be seen in one of the early key documents [88] related to the National Innovation Programme on
hydrogen and fuel cell technology. The document stated that Germany was the leader in hydrogen and fuel cell technology within
Europe, but that Japan and the USA would become the internationally leading countries. As a result, 250,000 German automotive
industry jobs would be lost [88, p. 4]. Subsequently, the document contained an analysis of established and expected funding
schemes in Japan, the USA, and at the European level. Fuel cell proponents used the argumentation that referred to employment
because they were aware that employment was and would be a major societal challenge and one that was particularly important
for policy actors [84].
Furthermore, policy in California and in particular the ZEV mandate, which required the large car manufacturers to produce a
certain amount of zero emission vehicles in order to reduce the air pollution in (Southern) California, triggered action in Germany
since California is an important export market for German cars [45]. Nevertheless German public funding at the national level in-
creased considerably only when the issue of climate change emerged as an additional expected major societal challenge and crit-
ical issue in German politics [55].
4.4. Comparing case studies
Table 1 summarizes the actor expectations described above. With regard to expectations related to the socio-technical land-
scape level all three actors initially expected that local air pollution and the supply (and costs) of fossil resources would determine
future developments. More recently the issue of climate change became more relevant. The strategy of the German government
seemsmostly aligned with expectations about future challenges related to the socio-technical landscape level. For the automotive
manufacturers expectations related to this level appear to become relevant, only once they are ‘translated’ into expectations
about regulations.
The analysis of the expectations and strategy of the German government indicates that government strategy is mostly aligned
with expectations about the landscape level. The German government reduced public funding in 1995, despite the fact that ex-
pectations about fuel cell technology were rather positive at the time. Although expectations about niche technologies, such as
hydrogen and fuel cell technologies, were positive, investing in these technologies did not address any urgent challenges related
to the socio-technical landscape level. These technologies only regained a high priority when the expectation that manufacturers
located in other countries would deploy hydrogen and fuel cell vehicles thereby eventually harming employment in Germany.
The renewed interest coincided with a time when employment was expected to pose a major challenge for Germany. It was ar-
gued that Germany then had to achieve or maintain its leading position in hydrogen and fuel cell technology, simply because it
was regarded as a future key technology by other countries. In addition, the climate change issue became a major point of
14 In this short discussion, the German government is presented as one organizational actor, to provide an overview. A more detailed analysis about the relation
and interplay of different ministries, departments, political parties and other actors was conducted but beyond the scope of this paper. However, the main points
and the relative importance of expectations (and levels thereof) appear to be in line with the more in-depth analysis.
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reference in the policy debate and policy support was rising again. Thus the level of expectation related to the landscape appears
to be important for policy makers.
Looking at the expectations related to the regime level the car manufacturers both expected increasingly strict emission regula-
tions, which eventually would require alternatives to gasoline/diesel powered combustion engines. Even more influential were
the expectations BMW held about its future market (and the performance customers would expect from a BMW car). The man-
agement assumed that the demands from customers would remain stable in the future: customers were expected to continue to
demand powerful vehicles with long range capabilities. Daimler's management had slightly different expectations about future
demand and selected a different technology. Expectations about the future regime, and BMWs position as a relatively small man-
ufacturer supplying luxury sports cars to the market, were crucial factors in BMWs innovation strategy. The announcements of
competitor Daimler raised expectations that this competitor would deploy fuel cell vehicles to the market at a large scale. Out
of concern for its position within the future mobility system BMW decided to assess fuel cell technology again. Subsequently
the research on fuel cells as auxiliary power units, supplying electricity for the electronics system onboard, was intensified. In
more recent years expectations related to the regime level, i.e. about the future mobility system and customer demands changed,
eventually leading to the setup of a research and development program for battery electric vehicles at BMW.
Daimler had slightly different expectations about the future regime level and expected that its customers would demand pre-
mium cars with the most advanced technology, namely fuel cells. Implicitly, both car manufacturers expected that the mobility
system would remain relatively stable during the 1990s, without major disruptions concerning new intermodal modes of trans-
port. In particular the expectation that a future mobility system would be similar to the current system and the expectation that a
hydrogen economy would eventually emerge were influential expectations related to the regime level.
Daimler's rejection of methanol on-board reforming provides another example for the relevance of expectations related to the re-
gime level and illustrates how the volatility of expectations can eventually lead to strategy changes.WhenDaimler'smanagement did
no longer expect the oil industry to providemethanol for these vehicles the option ofmethanol on-board reformingwas rejected as a
viable strategy due to these changed expectations related to the regime level (in conjunction with some technological difficulties).
To conclude, expectations about the future regime, including regulations and competitors and their future role, appear to have
played a significant role for both car manufacturers. Particularly the interviews with representatives from OEMs indicate that, ex-
pectations about the future (automotive) mobility system and their position in the market for vehicles were of major importance.
The expectations related to the niche levelwere relatively similar for all three actors. The expectations about the potential of hy-
drogen combustion (in the case of BMW) and fuel cell technology (in the case of Daimler) had to be optimistic and fit into the
expectations about the future mobility system, since a car manufacturer would hardly invest in a technology if the management
is not convinced that the technology as such is working. With regard to the expectations related to the niche level BMW's tech-
nological expectations about hydrogen combustion engines, fuel cell vehicles, or electric vehicles, were not considerably different
from the expectations held by Daimler at the time. However, the assessment of technologies within the car companies was mainly
done with regard to expected future markets (expectations at the regime level).
5. Concluding remarks
This paper outlines an approach to explore the actor strategies in sustainability transition processes by analyzing expectations
and their influence on actor strategies. The findings presented here suggest that changes in actor strategies as well as differences
between the strategies of actors can be regarded as a consequence of different expectations related to the various levels.
Table 1
Overview of expectations related to the three levels.
BMW Daimler German Gov.
Landscape Local air pollution (early period)
Expected price of oil (early period)
Climate change (more recently
Local air pollution (early period)
Climate change (more recently)
Future oil prices(early period)
Local air pollution (early period)
Competitiveness/employment (in between)
Climate change (more recently)
Regime Regulation will become stricter
(all periods, while with different intensity)
Future customers will expect luxury car
(long range, fast refueling, sportive)
(decline more recently)
Mobility system may change (more recently)
Customer demands may change (more recently)
Regulation will become stricter
(all periods, while with different intensity)
Future customers will expect most
advanced technology (long range,
fast refueling) (all periods)
Mobility system may become more
diverse, space for new business
models and EVs(more recently)
A hydrogen economy will emerge eventually
(all periods, while with different intensity)
Niche Hydrogen very promising, no range issues
Hydrogen ICE will remain less efficient than fuel cell)
Electric vehicles/battery technologies become
better and viable (more recently)
Similar to BMW (hydrogen very
promising, fuel cells are more
efficient
than ICE)
Electric vehicles/battery technologies
become better and viable
(more recently)
Expectations about fuel cells remained
rather positive, even during times of reduced
funding (all periods, while with different
intensity)
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Furthermore the analysis shows the influence of non-technological expectations on actor strategies. Expectations related to the
socio-technical landscape level, or regime level influence the decision of actors to engage in certain technological trajectories.
In particular, the case study of the German government showed that although expectations about the niche of hydrogen and
fuel cell technologies were rather positive, the German government decided to reduce its support of these technologies. Due to
changing expectations related to the socio-technical landscape level, the government decided there would not be any need for
hydrogen technologies in the short and medium term.
Our analysis can explain why actors operating under rather similar contexts in terms of institutional settings or resource endow-
ments choose distinct strategies andwhy rather positive transition dynamics can suddenly change into negative transition dynamics.
These similar contexts and changes in the environment can lead to distinct outcomes, since the state and the history of the organiza-
tionwill have an influence on the interpretation of these changes. Thus, even actors operating under apparently similar circumstances
can develop different expectations and following from that distinct strategies. Furthermore it can be discussed towhat extent Daimler
and BMWare operating under similar environments. On the one hand, themarkets for their passenger vehicles are similar: both pro-
duce cars for the premium segment and are located in Southern Germany. However, there are other factors, like the size of the com-
panies, other products, firm culture, etc. which are influenced by the history, which eventually influence the way expectations are
generated within the company and which strategies are considered viable.
Finally, the case studies illustrated that different types of actors seem to relate their strategies stronger to specific levels of ex-
pectations. By analyzing the underlying expectations of two major automotive manufacturers and the German government it be-
came clear that the automotive manufacturers appear to refer strongly to expectations related to the regime level while
expectations related to the socio-technical landscape level seem to be most important to policy actors like the German govern-
ment for their strategy formation.
This paper is a first step towards a better understanding of actor strategies in the field of fuel cell and hydrogen technology.
Further research is necessary to provide more empirical evidence supporting the conceptual considerations presented here, e.g.
about the emergence and shaping of expectations and their dynamics or the influence of strategic behavior on expectations.
Moreover, studies looking even deeper into the organizations (i.e. how different sub-units of organizations, which were treated
as organizational actors in this study, interact with each other), appear to be promising. Furthermore it is not fully clear to
what extent the insights from this paper can be generalized beyond the field of hydrogen and fuel cell technology. We assume
that the results can probably be generalized to similar technologies which are dependent on the interplay of actors from industry,
research and the government, in order to build up an infrastructure. However, it remains an open question to what extent the
insights can be generalized to more mature sectors and technologies, in which cases more robust knowledge is already available.
Nevertheless we assume that the analysis of expectations is a fruitful approach to improve our understanding of transition pro-
cesses beyond the field of this paper.
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